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Abstract

The gyromagnetic ratio g of an electron is calculated by taking the non-relativistic limit of

a newly proposed extension of the Dirac Hamiltonian coupled to a magnetic field. It is observed

that the calculated g is greater than 2; the Dirac theory had predicted that g = 2 in sharp

contradiction with accurate experimental observations. The additional quantity (g — 2)/2 = 5 fa

(1.6 x 10~3) is shown here to be due to an extra term which appears in the reduced Hamiltonian,

as a consequence of the modification of the rest energy. No divergences are encountered in the

calculations described.
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1. Introduction

The gyromagnetic ratio of the electron and other particles have been of great theoretical,

experimental and general physical interest. The excellent agreement between theory and ex-

periments, regarding the gyromagnetic ratio of the electron, which had been calculated with

incredible precision was one of the early successes of QED. Hitherto the value of g calculated

from the Dirac theory was found to be equal to 2 while experiments indicated a value of g > 2.

For a relativistic electron of charge.e and mass m, the time-independent Dirac equation in

the presence of an electro-magnetic interaction A^ = (A, AQ) is

(ca • ix + /3mc2)ip = (E — eAo)ip (1)

where E is the energy, TT = (p — eA/c) is the mechanical momentum, and tp is the Dirac bi-spinor

given as

In what follows, the elegant method by which g is derived for the electron from the Dirac

equation is briefly reviewed in this section [1]. The method consists in taking the non-relativistic

limit of the wave equation in a magnetic field B and then equating its a • B term with the

potential energy of the dipole moment in order to determine the factor g. The same method will

be followed in the next section, where it is shown that by using an extended Dirac Hamiltonian

[2,3], a more accurate value of g can be calculated without auxiliary assumptions. It is worth

noting that infinite quantities are not posited in the calculations described herein.

The equations for the upper and lower components V'A and tpB from (1) and (2) are

[a • (p - eA/c)]ipB = ~(E - eA0 - mc2)ipA

[a • {jp — eA/c)]ipA = ~{E — eAo + mc2)ip

Using the second equation we can readily eliminate

(p - ^

B

the first to obtain

= {E- eA0 - mc2)i>A.

(3(6))

(4)
E - eAo + me2

Making the approximations E « me2, \eAo\ <C me2 and defining the energy measured from me2

by

we make the following expansion

ENR = E _ m(?^

2mc2

E - eA0 + me2 2m 2mc2 + ENR - eA0 2m 2mc2 (5)

Keeping only the leading term on the right-hand side of (5) and substituting into (4), we have



Equation (6) is the Pauli equation, which appears now as the non-relativistic limit of the Dirac

equation.

The magnetic moment operator associated with a particle of mass m, charge e and spin S

can be written as

where g is the gyromagnetic factor, and S = \ha is the spin operator. The potential energy Hm

of the magnetic moment /i in a magnetic field B is

—eh
Hm = -v-B = —g(a • B) (76)

Equating the second term in (6) with (7b) implies that we put g — 2; the Dirac equation

therefore predicts a value g = 2 for electrons and other spin-1/2 particles, a value consistent

with the earliest observations. More accurate measurements however, subsequently indicated a

value of g = 2.00232 [4], thus revealing the limitations of the Dirac equation from an empirical

point of view. As is well-known, a value of g = 2(1 + a/27r) was calculated on the basis of

renormalized relativistic QED, in agreement with the measurements mentioned above (see Kusch

[4] and Schwinger [5] for brief historical surveys which further elucidate previous theoretical

and experimental achievements). More recent, refined measurements have indicated a value of

g/2-l = 1159652(74)(108) x 10~12, while sophisticated QED calculations employing about 72

Feynman diagrams give a theoretical value of g/2 - 1 = 1159652188.4(4.3) x 10~12 [6].

Using a recently proposed extension of the Dirac Hamiltonian which contains a term arising

from a modification of the mass [2], the procedure outlined above in calculating g from the Dirac

equation will be applied to the newly proposed equation to calculate a value of g greater than 2.

The additional term is comparable in magnitude to (O/TT). The modified Dirac equation from

which our value of g is calculated includes a time-dependent mass term [3], which is approxi-

mated by a time-independent Hamiltonian in what follows. The resultant Hamiltonian has also

been shown to account for other experimental observations [7], and the procedure outlined has

distinct advantages over others.

2. The Magnetic Moment of the Electron

As shown in the Appendix, the Dirac Hamiltonian for an electron in a static, weak magnetic

field, taking the time-dependence of the mass into consideration can be expressed as

H = ca • 7T + Pmc2 - }r-£ '- 8
4|p|2

where e has the dimensions of inverse time. Equation (8) above is obtained by regarding the

leading term in the expression

mcijhe) efi(B-J') x



as dominant, neglecting the others in comparison and putting H = H& + HA. The eigenvalue

equation for the Hamiltonian may be written as Eip = Htp where ip is given by (2) and H by

(8).

Substituting the bi-spinor (2) into equation (8) we obtain

T-I, , 2 , iftmce(a-7r) . . „ . .
EipA — ca • ixipB + mc*ipA -r-^ ipB (10a)

, o, ihmceia • v)
= co- • TTV'A - me ipB H

Expanding (16) we obtain

Equations (10a) and (10b) can be written as follows

(E - mc2)ipA = c(l - ihme/4\p\2)(a • ir)ipB- (Ha)

{E + mc2)ipB = c(l + i/ime/4|p|2)((7 • TT^A- (116)

From which it follows that,

. c(l + ihme/4\p\2)

Putting

E - me2 = Es

we write (10a) as

EsipA = c(l - ihmc/4\p\2)(a • Tr)ipB. (13)

Substituting I^B in (12) into (13) we obtain

We note that

(c7-7r)(o--7r) = 7 r 2 -—(a-B) . (15)
c

and E + me2 « 2mc2 because E « me2. Hence

2m

( H ) ( a . - B ) \ i p A . (17)j 5 ^ » A = ( H ) a B ) \ i p A .
Y [2m 8mp4 2mcv 4p4 M 7J r

Following the procedure used in the last section, we set the third term in (17) equal to (8) and

thereby deduce that the gyromagnetic ratio is

9 = 2(1 + ^ ^ ) = 2(1 + 6), (18)



where a non-zero positive term 25 now appears in addition to g = 2, as a consequence of the

extra term in the extended Dirac Hamiltonian.

We can make an estimate of the order of magnitude of 6 by noting that p RJ me. We observe

that

Since h = h/2n, this implies that

(he/me2)2 (he/mc2^2
)

S=-^T = 4^ = " - ^ ^

(196)

(20)

We observe also, that the kinetic energy of a non-relativistic electron in a magnetic field

is Ek = (cr • ir)2/2m, which for weak fields reduces to Ek ~ (u • p)2/2m, since IT RJ p. Hence

\p\4/m2 = 4.E|, and therefore

16 (2

Following the physical interpretation given to e, i.e. he = me2, we see that

_ m2h2e2 1

where hcv = 27r/ie. We obtain (20) from (21) if we assume that Ek ~ ^Tia;, i.e. the energy of the

soft, virtual, massless particle associated with the electron is twice that of the kinetic energy of

the particle (electron) Ek. Also, since e has the dimensions of inverse time ^, it is reasonable

to assume that it is related to an angular frequency w = 2ire.

The value of 6 obtained in (19) is approximately 6 = (8?r)~2 « 0.00158 « 0.0016 which may

be compared with the experimental value of approximately 0.0012 to four places of decimal. We

note therefore that by adding a term arising from the time-dependence of the rest mass to the

Dirac equation, a gyromagnetic moment g > 2 can be obtained from relativistic quantum theory.

3. Concluding Remarks

The gyromagnetic ratio, which is very significant for determining the magnetic moment of

electrons has been calculated. It is found that by using a newly proposed extension of the Dirac

Hamiltonian, a more accurate value of g to four places of decimal can be obtained; the Dirac

theory predicts a value of g — 2 in sharp contradiction with experimental observations.

Although with QED, the value of g can be calculated with exceedingly great accuracies, the

method outlined above has the advantage of simplicity, elegance and mathematical consitency;

for instance, no divergent integrals are encountered in the calculations and hence no infinite

quantities are posited. Moreover, the calculations are based on a new physical point of view,

which has a strong physical foundation.

We note that a more accurate value of 6 — (g — 2)/2 may be obtained, using our method,

by taking more terms in the expansion of the additional mass-dependent quantity. In that case

g will also depend on the field B, an observation capable of being tested by experiments.



The value of 6 obtained is based on the assumption that the energy TIOJ is equal to that of a

free non-relativistic electron. A fairly more accurate value of 8 may be calculated if the influence

of the magnetic field on Ek is also taken into consideration. If, for example in the presence of

an external field, the energy of the associated virtual particle is about 75% of the initial energy

of the electron Ek, then {hu)/Ek « 0.75 and thus equation (18) gives 5 = 0.00158(0.75)2 «

0.00118. This value compares better with 0.00116 obtained from first-order QED calculations

and experimental measurements when expressed to six places of decimal.

We therefore note, in conclusion, that by adding a term arising from the time-dependence of

the rest mass to the Dirac equation, a gyromagnetic moment g > 2 is obtainable from relativistic

quantum theory.
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